
GOVERNMENT HEALTH WARNING #35604 (DOCTOR WHO): VERY IMPORTANT

A. Owing to continued public worries over the triple jab (that is, The Three Doctors), the Department of Health
has recently issued the following guidelines concerning the recommended dietary level of Jon Pertwee. The upper
limit has now been set at 12 Pertwee episodes per month (PEPM) for men /6 PEPM for women. Tests on mice
have shown that exceeding these limits will make the subject:

(1) no longer able to take anything seriously.
(2) enter a pseudo-catatonic state which only really obscene special effects will be
able to penetrate.
(3) believe the real world is strangely devoid of colour.
(4) unable to stop saying "Monster!"
(5) build up dangerous levels of sexism.
(6) compulsively approach completely innocent monsters in pubs and attack them.
(7) punch Martin Jarvis savagely in the groin.

B. Severe Pertwee addiction will lead to the patient developing a natural resistance to regular Pertwee, so much so
that he or she will adulterate even a 150% Pertwee-by-volume story such as The Claws ofAxos with some Worzel
Gummidge, Carry on Screaming or the actor's little-known porn film appearances. If you see any of these poor
unfortunates, do not approach them. Lock yourself in your house and phone (a) the police and (b) Martin Jarvis.

c. The upper limit for Pertwee intake for women is set rather lower than the male limit, at 6 PEPM. There is a
significant body of gynaecological opinion that exceeding this level will result in more or less instant death.

D. The recommended dietary intake of Pert wee per month is thus 6-12 episodes, depending on sex. However, one
should not attempt to drive or fly a car, hovercraft, gyrocopter, milk float, motorbike or Mars rocket until the
effects have worn off. At least 1 hour is needed by the brain's phagocytes to eliminate the memory of each
episode consumed. Even at this level, one side-effect is becoming unable to stand more than five minutes of any
Davison story other than Earthshock or The Five Doctors. This is harmless (and, many would say, beneficial).

E. The usual cure for patients exhibiting compulsive Pertwee symptoms, such as those listed in section (A) above,
is a savage beating with a rubber dinosaur. This is now available on the NHS.

F. The dangers resulting from bingeing on Pertwee are as nothing compared with the risks of abstinence. All of us
require some Vitamin P in a balanced diet. The severe medical
problems faced by those who abstain from Pertwee for moral reasons
or whose monthly dietary intake drops below four episodes include:

(1) pretentiousness (theoretically at life-threatening levels).
(2) Terry Nation.
(3) pessimism / believing all technology is evil (cf.2 above).
(4) political correctness (projectile).
(5) buying one's own copies of audio adventures.

G. Fortunately, the latest medical research indicates that one can
maintain a healthy Pertwee intake without having to watch The Sea
Devils. After many years of experimenting on Derek Newark in an
underground laboratory, scientists have developed a pharmaceutical
extract of the scene from Inferno in which the Doctor and Greg Sutton save the world and then get big hugs from
their waiting and deeply impressed womenfolk. Further active ingredients are made from clips which
cumulatively show women starting a story as assertive and distinguished scientists and ending up as creatures
composed of nothing but legs. This wonder drug can either be taken in pill form or cut with crack and smoked.

H. Rumours that the same scientists have also produced a pill which contains all Pertwee in a single 'hit' are
obviously untrue: such a substance would clearly be fatal to the human metabolism. In fact, the British
Government is currently negotiating a treaty according to which all countries will reduce their Pertwee stocks
multilaterally to episode 3 of Planet of the Daleks, which would be kept underground.
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